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The Quinn Residence was in dead silence.  

Everyone’s eyes widened in shock.  

They all felt that they had heard it wrong and that they must be dreaming right now.  

No one spoke. Everyone’s head was buzzing.  

“Hsss!”  

After a while, Old Madam Quinn was the first to react and then took a breath.  

“What did you say?  

“Is this true?  

“The Bennett family went bankrupt?”  

Old Madam Quinn widened her eyes and asked Samuel.  

Samuel nodded, took a deep breath, and spoke to Old Madam Quinn.  

“Old Madam Quinn, it’s absolutely true.  

“Mr. Bennett has personally held a press conference to officially declare bankruptcy.  

“And, he has also applied for bankruptcy protection. I think their capital chain should be seriously ruptur

ed.”  

When the Quinn family heard this again, their hearts sank.  

Although the Bennett family’s businesses were not as good as the Quinn family’s, it was also a large ente

rprise with assets of ten million.  

They just went bankrupt now?  

“Sean Lennon! Was it really Sean who did it?”  

A middle–aged man frowned. His face was full of bewilderment.  

It had only been a night since Sean said those words to Shane Bennett last night.  

In such a short period of time, the Bennett family suffered such a heavy blow?  

“Perhaps it’s nothing to destroy the Bennett family. The Quinn family can do it too.  

“However, what kind of power is this to be able to destroy the Bennett family in such a short. period of t

ime?  



“Could the 

Quinn family do the same in such a short time? Even Mr. Larson of the Larson Pharmaceuticals may not 

be able to do it so quickly!”  

Old Madam Quinn took a deep breath. The more she thought about it, the more shocked she  

felt.  

If this matter was really Sean’s doing, how terrifying was Sean’s power?  

However, this was simply not realistic!  

Even if he knew some people in the underworld, the underworld had little connection with River City’s b

usiness circle!  

“Could it be that Sean asked people to abduct Mr. Bennett’s family and forced him to do so?” Samuel fr

owned and muttered to himself somewhat uncertainly.  

Hearing this, the rest of the Quinn family were stunned for a moment and then several people. nodded s

ilently.  

It seemed that there was such a possibility.  

If this was not the case, they really could not think of what method Sean used to make the Bennett famil

y go bankrupt.  

If it was just normal business competition, the Bennett family, which was an enterprise worth ten millio

n, would definitely not be destroyed so easily.  

Old Madam Quinn did not speak but this matter was pondering in her heart.  

“What if Sean didn’t coerce the Bennett family but really had such power?”  

A middle–aged member of the Quinn family said with a slight frown.  

“Impossible!  

“The Bennett family is an enterprise worth ten million. This is absolutely impossible!”  

Samuel waved his hand and said without thinking twice.  

“Ten million…  

The middle–aged 

man shook his head, and then said, “Is ten million a lot? Sean took out five million in cash in front of us l

ast time!”  

This middle–aged man’s words made Samuel and the others froze on the spot.  

Last time, the Quinn family united with Quill Zimmer to plan to make Sean leave the Quinn. family.  

Moreover, the Quinn family and Quill also took out several hundred thousand dollars to plan. to buy Sea

n off with the money.  



At that time, Sean asked if they thought that they could do whatever they wanted with the money they 

have.  

Quill replied that if you had money, you could do whatever you wanted.  

Without saying a word, Sean directly asked someone to bring five million cash to the scene.  

He said that he would want to do whatever he wanted.  

At that time, many members of the Quinn family were present.  

“That money…”  

Samuel frowned and thought for a second, then said, “That money was originally lent to Willow by Youn

g Master Zimmer to help her get through the company crisis.  

“It shouldn’t have much to do with Sean, right?”  

Hearing Samuel say this, the middle–aged man of the Quinn family shook his head.  
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“Okay, let’s not talk about this.  

“I don’t know if you’ve heard that Sean spent tens of millions to buy a house in River City?”  

As soon as the middle–

aged man said these words, everyone including Old Madam Quinn suddenly widened their eyes.  

་Ulhat?  

“Spent tens of millions of dollars to buy a house?”  

The Quinn family was shocked.  

Even if the Quinn family was pretty well–

off, it was still very difficult for them to spend tens of millions for a property.  

“Yes, he spent tens of millions to buy a house.  

“So, Brother Samuel said that the Bennett family is an enterprise that worth ten million…. “Maybe in Sea

n’s hands, all the properties of the Bennett family are not as valuable as the house he bought.  

“Do you  

think it will be difficult for Sean to deal with the Bennett family?”  

After the middle–

aged man finished speaking, extremely complicated expressions appeared on the faces of the Quinn fam

ily.  

Surprised, shocked, puzzled, full of incredible.  



They did not know whether they should believe the middle–

aged man’s words, nor what Sean’s situation was.  
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“Old Madam Quinn, I think what we did before was a bit too extreme.  

“No matter what Sean did or said, or even some things we’ve seen with our own eyes, we still stubbornl

y refuse to believe him.  

“We all think that Sean definitely doesn’t have the ability to handle things well, so we’re not willing to 

accept the fact that Sean is capable.  

“I think it’s time for us to change our mindset?”  

When the middle–aged man said the words, the Quinn family went silent.  

Each of them knew in their hearts if it was so.  

“Hmm…  

“Even if what’s happening in the Bennett family is really related to Sean, I don’t think it proves anything.  

“Young Master Zimmer can easily do these things as well, so in my heart, the Zimmer family is more cap

able.”  

Samuel frowned and pondered for a few seconds. He still insisted on his own thought.  

However, no one refuted what he said.  

Even if Sean was somewhat capable, he was definitely not comparable to the Zimmer family.  

However, the middle–aged man, who was a branch member of the Quinn family, shook his head again.  

“Brother, you’re right.  

“If Sean simply destroys the Bennett family, it might really be nothing.  

“But, Reach For Will Group is involved in this matter, don’t you think it’s a little strange?”  

Samuel was stunned for a moment when the middle–aged man said this.  

Old Madam Quinn narrowed her eyes even more. She had been thinking about this just now.  

She might not care about Sean or the Bennett family, but anything related to Reach For Will Group was 

definitely not a trivial matter for her.  

The Bennett family went bankrupt and was immediately acquired by Reach For Will Group at a low price

 this time.  

What was going on here?  

Was it just a coincidence?  

Or was it that Sean related to Reach For Will Group?  



“What nonsense are you talking about?  

“Could it be that you think that Sean has something to do with Reach For Will Group?  

“Let me tell you, even if he knew a security guard from Reach For Will Group, he wouldn’t lead  

such a life.”  

Samuel was obviously a little impatient. He snorted at the middle–aged man.  

“Brother, I’m just expressing my thoughts, nothing else.”  

Seeing Samuel’s arrogant attitude, this middle–aged man bowed his head unconfidently.  

After all, he was only a branch member of the Quinn family. His status was definitely not as high as Sam

uel’s, who was the eldest son of the direct line of descent.  

Even if he had different thoughts in his mind, he could only endure them.  

“You don’t need to tell me your thoughts.  

“If your thoughts are useful, you would have taken the chairman’s position long ago.”  

Samuel squinted at the middle–

aged man with a hint of arrogance on his face, which was the arrogance of a first–

born son of the Quinn family.  

“Samuel, mind your words.”  

Old Madam Quinn frowned slightly and warned Samuel.  

“Yes!”  

Samuel immediately nodded and said no more.  

“You all have to investigate this matter carefully.  

“It doesn’t make sense to speculate randomly here.  

“My task to you all is to find out these things before I can make my  

decision.”  

Old Madam Quinn waved her hand slightly and thought about all kinds of possibilities in her heart.  

If Sean could really be gotten in contact with Reach For Will Group…  

Forget driving him away, the Quinn family would fawn over him!  

“Yes!”  

Seeing that Old Madam Quinn made a decision, the Quinn family nodded in agreement.  

At this moment.  

In the Quinn Residence.  



Sean sat leisurely in the yard basking in the sun.  

There was a cup of tea in front of him. He looked carefree and content.  

The warm sun on the horizon also brought a touch of warmth to his body.  

“This is just the beginning.  

“It can be regarded as a wake–up call for this River City.  

“Hopefully, you all will be ready to welcome me.”  

Sean’s gaze was full of confidence. It was not difficult for him to destroy the Bennett family.  

—  

It did not even count as a warm–up.  

However, Sean knew that the destruction of the Bennett family would definitely make certain forces a lit

tle more on edge.  

Snap!  

At this moment, the courtyard door was pushed open.  

Willow stepped in.  

A black professional uniform outlined Willow’s figure with distinct curves.  

Her long hair was pulled up in a bun behind her head, which looked very noble.  

After Willow walked into the yard, she walked over immediately after seeing Sean.  

The high heels click–clacked on the ground.  

Sean slowly turned his head to look at Willow, he could not help but sigh in admiration.  

With that delicate face with red lips and white teeth, any normal man would be extremely moved.  

It was not without reason that Willow could be called the number one beauty in River City by countless 

people because even after having a fiancé, she was still longed for by so many people.  

“What are you looking at?  

Willow seemed to be looking for Sean in a hurry but she could not help blushing when she saw Sean’s ex

pression.  

“I’m looking at my woman.”  

Sean opened his mouth slowly and said solemnly.  

“You! Who is your woman?”  

Willow’s face turned even redder and she deliberately showed an angry look.  

Sean secretly laughed in his heart.  



“You’re mine, and you can only be mine.”  

His tone was calm but the strong domineering contained in it was simply irresistible.  
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Willow was stunned for a few seconds. She always felt that Sean seemed to be getting more and more d

ifferent.  

The strong and domineering aura he displayed at this time seemed to be innate.  

Willow even felt that this momentum originally belonged to Sean.  

Moreover, this powerful aura had always been on Sean but it was temporarily suppressed in the past tw

o years.  

Now, however, that aura seemed to be growing gradually.  

Willow was a little dazed. Then, she shook her head to get rid of those messy thoughts.  

“I was almost led astray by you.  

“I ask you, is it you who did something to the Bennett family?”  

Willow calmed down, looked at Sean, and asked seriously.  

“It’s not me.”  

Sean shook his head directly.  

“You lied to me.  

“It can’t be such a coincidence.  

“Jay Bennett just offended you and something happened to the Bennett family afterward?”  

Willow looked at Sean with eyes filled with complicated emotions. She very much suspected that this m

atter had something to do with Sean.  

In fact, she was also not too sure.  

Even if Sean knew Homer Larson, it would not be so easy to destroy the Bennett family!  

However, what happened to the Bennett family was just right after Jay had offended Sean, which left Wi

llow no choice but to suspect.  

“No, it’s not me.  

“I’m nothing in the Bennett family.  

“How can I make the Bennett family go bankrupt?”  

The corners of Sean’s mouth raised. He stretched out his palm into the air to block the sunlight.  

The five–fingered open palm seemed to hold the entire sky in its hands.  



“It really has nothing to do with you?”  

Willow was stunned for a few seconds, then asked with pursed lips.  

“If I say I did it.  

“Would you believe?”  

Sean turned his head slightly and looked at Willow meaningfully.  

“I…  

“I wouldn’t.”  

Willow froze for a few seconds but she still shook her head afterward.  

It was really hard for her to imagine how Sean could destroy an enterprise worth ten million. with no ba

ckground in River City.  

Sean nodded with a smile. He knew that Willow would not believe him.  

It would be of no use even if he explained.  

Therefore, no explanation was needed.  

When the facts came to the fore, it would speak more than Sean’s explanation of 10,000 words.  

Hence, it was better to deny any connection with the matter now to avoid trouble.  

“Don’t think too much.  

“If what happened at Reach For Will’s Lakeside Hotel before still wasn’t a convincing answer.  

“I still have another answer for you later.”  

Sean slowly raised his head and looked at Willow very seriously.  

“Okay then…”  

Willow was silent for a few seconds but still nodded helplessly.  

She was surprised to find that she did not know when her attitude towards Sean had changed. dramatic

ally.  

She subconsciously wanted to listen to whatever Sean said.  

It was as if she was conquered by Sean.  

Willow was not used to this feeling but she also felt an inexplicable peace of mind.  

“I’m going to work now, you, what do you want to eat tonight?  

“After I get off work, I’ll go buy groceries first and then come back.”  

Willow looked at the time and asked Sean.  



“Spinach and sausage lasagna.”  

Sean immediately replied with a smile.  

“Alright!”  

Willow nodded and refilled a glass of water for Sean before leaving the house and heading towards the c

ompany.  

She came back, especially because the news that the Bennett family went bankrupt shocked  

her too much.  

Therefore, she could not help but run back and ask.  

Although no definite answer had been obtained, Willow was inexplicably happy to be able to  

come back to see Sean.  

Sean watched Willow leave with an expression that was getting more and more meaningful.  

Jay Bennett said that Sean was a piece of sh*t.  

Now, Sean, this big ‘sh*t‘, directly rolled over the Bennett family and crushed them into. pieces.  

However, this was just the beginning.  

There were other people who need to be crushed by this ‘sh*t‘  

With a playful smile on Sean’s face, he directly took out his mobile phone and made a call.  

Those who deserve to be punished would naturally be punished.  

***  

River City. Reach For Will Group building.  

Wade Yancey slowly parked his new car downstairs in the company.  

This car was given to him by Quill Zimmer.  

Just by cooperating with Quill to say a few words and he could get a luxury vehicle.  

Wade, of course, would not refuse.  

Once the car door opened, Wade stepped out of the car and tidied up his shirt.  

A hand–made suit with excellent fabric. It fitted perfectly on his body.  

However, Wade’s appearance at this time was really not flattering.  

He looked like a mummy with a white bandage wrapped around his head.  

“Mr. Yancey.”  



Seeing Wade’s appearance, 

the two security guards, who were in charge of guarding the parking lot, wanted to laugh but they quickl

y kept quiet.  

After all, Wade, as a returnee doctor with a Ph.D., was quite valued in Reach For Will Group.  

Many senior executives of Reach For Will Group came to see him yesterday when he was injured and wa

s admitted to the hospital.  

Even the company’s vice president, Mr. Zachery, visited Wade in person.  

This status was not comparable to mere security guards of this company.  

Wade noticed that the two security guards had strange expressions but he was in a good mood at the m

oment, so he did not bother to argue with them.  

Vroom vroom!  

Just as Wade was about to 

enter the company, a car suddenly rushed over from behind and almost hit Wade’s feet.  
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“Do you f*cking know how to drive? Are you blind?!”  

Wade directly screamed at the car.  

The two security guards also frowned slightly. This car did not seem like the car of their company’s senio

r executives!  

Snap!  

When the car door opened, the driver, Ziegler, helped Sean to get 

down from the car slowly. Sean’s legs had regained some strength now, so he was able to get to the whe

elchair very quickly.  

“It’s you?”  

When Wade saw it was Sean, a coldness appeared in his eyes.  

“You only came to work in the afternoon? You, Wade Yancey, are very arrogant.”  

Sean glanced at Wade with a playful look on his face.  

“Hah! What does it have to do with you when I go to work?  

“You’re not the boss of this Reach For Will Group. What qualifications do you have to criticize me?”  

Wade folded his arms in front of his chest with a face full of pride. What was even more surprising was t

hat he was not in a hurry to leave.  

Since Wade did not leave, Sean was even less eager to leave.  

He came here today for Wade.  



Therefore, there was enough time to have a good time dealing with Wade.  

“It doesn’t matter if I’m the boss here or not.  

“The important thing is that you, Wade Yancey, ignored company discipline and didn’t go to work on tim

e.  

“Why? You have got a company handbook or something?”  

Sean narrowed his eyes slightly. He was here today for Wade.  

However, it was of course better if he could remove a few parasites by the way.  

“Haha! Sean, I’m not afraid to tell you that my position in Reach For Will Group is definitely not what yo

u can imagine.  

“I wonder if you’ve heard about the Bennett family?”  

Wade looked at Sean and asked with a sneer on his face.  

“Hmm?”  

Sean froze when he heard this. What did the matter of the Bennett family have to do with Wade?  

“Did you see the wound on my head? This was beaten by Jay Bennett.  

“Jay, that loser, actually blamed me for offending you. What a joke.  

“But it doesn’t matter. He hit me the day before yesterday. Today, the Bennett family was directly destr

oyed by Reach For Will Group, and they were acquired at a low price.  

“Now, do you understand?”  

The more Wade spoke, the more arrogant he became. With his unruly gaze, he did not even. put Sean in

 his eyes.  

Hearing Wade’s words, Sean froze for a few seconds before slowly reacting.  

When he came back to his senses, he could not help but want to laugh.  

How much self–flattery did Wade give himself who 

thought that the Bennett family was destroyed by Reach For Will Group for him?  

Reach For Will Group destroyed the Bennett family for him?  

In Sean’s heart, he did not know whether to laugh or cry over these ridiculous words from Wade.  

“What should I understand?”  

Sean looked at Wade and asked in a bantering tone.  

“You should understand that I, Wade Yancey, have the entire Reach For Will Group backing me.  

“No matter what I do, Reach For Will Group will support me.  



“And what can you, Sean Lennon, do? Who will support you?”  

The more Wade spoke, the more arrogant he became. His reckless actions were as if Sean 

was just an ant in his eyes.  

“Hahahaha!”  

Sean was really amused by Wade’s ignorance.  

He did not expect Wade to be so arrogant.  

Did he think that 

after he was injured, the senior executives of Reach For Will Group visited him, and then asked the truth

 about the matter just to avenge the Bennett family for him?  

Sure enough, there was never a shortage of naive people in this world.  

However, Sean was too lazy to explain too much to Wade.  

If he wanted to think so, then let him think so.  

Anyway, the good show was yet to come.  

“By the way, what are you doing here?  

“What qualification do you have to come to such a place?”  

Seeing that Sean did not speak, Wade could not help asking with a sneer.  

“I’m here to look for someone.”  

Sean touched the tip of his nose and replied calmly.  

“Looking for someone?  

“Which security guard are you looking for?  

“With your identity, you’re only qualified to look for a security guard, right?”  

Wade sneered. Then, he glanced at the two security guards next to him with contempt.  

The two security guards were a little upset. They were just like an innocent bystander caught in the cros

sfire.  

However, after thinking about Wade’s identity, they still kept quiet.  

“By the way, Sean, I said before that we lack a bathroom cleaner here. “Could it be that you’re here to a

pply for this position?  

“I tell you, you don’t have to think about it anymore.  

Reach For Will Group’s cleaners must also be knowledgeable and skilled.  

“What can you, a cripple, do?”  



After Wade said this, he turned and prepared to enter the company.  

“I suggest that you should pack your things soon.”  

Sean said calmly to Wade’s back.  

“What do you mean?”  

Wade immediately stopped, looked at Sean, and asked.  

“You’ll know soon.”  
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Sean had a playful expression on his face. Sean asked him to pack things, of course, was to kick Wade ou

t of Reach For Will Group.  

“Hah, security!  

“If you don’t throw this cripple out, won’t it affect the image of our company here?”  

Wade loosened his cuffs and shouted with a sneer.  

He felt that in his own capacity, there was no need to talk too much nonsense with Sean.  

It was because Sean’s identity was not even qualified to compare with him.  

“Yes!”  

The two security guards responded and immediately prepared to drive Sean away. Seeing this, Wade sm

iled with satisfaction and then stepped into the  

company.  

“Sir, if there is nothing else, you should leave quickly.”  

The two security guards were a little helpless. After all, they must obey Wade’s order.  

“I’m here to look for someone.”  

Sean looked calm and immediately turned the wheelchair to rush towards the company. However, the t

wo security guards immediately blocked Sean.  

“Sir, please don’t make things difficult for us.  

“If you want to meet a senior executive of our company, you need to make an appointment.  

“If you want to see an ordinary employee, please tell us and I can go and call them for you.” The security

 guard was quite polite and said softly to Sean.  

“I’m looking for Harry Clarke, please ask him to come out to see me.”  

As Sean said, he took out his mobile phone and prepared to make a call.  

“Harry Clarke? Which department?  



“There seems to be no such person in our company.”  

A security guard frowned slightly and immediately felt that Sean was trying to create trouble  

here.  

However, as soon as he finished speaking, another security guard pulled him aside.  

“You’re f*cking crazy!  

“Harry… Mr. Clarke is the big boss of our company!”  

The security guard was shocked and spoke in a low voice.  

“What?”  

The security guard was instantly stunned and finally reacted after a moment.  

“Yes yes yes. Mr. Clarke, it’s Mr. Clarke. You’re looking for Mr. Clarke?”  

After reacting, the security guard was even more surprised.  

It was because since they started working here, there had been many people who came to see Harry Cla

rke.  

However, Sean was definitely the first one who dares to call Harry by his first name!  

The two security guards could not help but wonder what kind of identity this cripple in a wheelchair had.

  

Is this man braindead?  

“Sir, Mr. Clarke’s name is something you can call casually?  

“You’re acquainted with Mr. Clarke?”  

The security guard looked at Sean and asked as he frowned.  

Swoosh!  

Sean did not talk nonsense and directly handed his mobile phone in front of the security guard. The secu

rity guard hesitated for a moment but still picked up the phone.  

Swoosh!  

The next second, the security guard stood upright, held the mobile phone in both hands, nodded in resp

onse.  

“Yes yes yes. I’ll handle it well!  

“Don’t worry, I understand, yes yes yes…  

The security guard responded respectfully to the phone for a while and gave the other security guard a s

hocked look.  
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Could it be that this cripple was really a big shot?  

The other security guard’s eyes widened and his heartbeat quickened for a while.  

“Mr. Lennon, I’m sorry, I’m sorry!  

“I didn’t know you were Mr. Clarke’s distinguished guest, please come in!  

“Please come in!”  

The security guard who answered the phone put down the mobile phone and looked at Sean with a com

plicated expression. He was shocked.  

However, his face remained respectful and polite.  

“Mr. Clarke will be here soon.  

“He said let me take you to his office first.”  

The security guard nodded and bowed, and personally led Sean into the building.  

Naturally, Sean would not argue with these security guards, so he nodded and entered with them.  

Pharmaceutical department of Reach For Will Group.  

Wade’s major was in pharmaceutical science and he also had a very high academic degree.  

Therefore, in Reach For Will Group, he was solely responsible for this department.  

Seeing Wade,coming over, many employees stood up to greet him warmly.  

They all knew that Wade was keen on face–saving.  

Moreover, he was indeed valued by the higher management.  

Therefore, they naturally had to maintain sufficient respect and courtesy towards Wade.  

“Hmm, I’ll leave you to it.”  

Wade waved his hand slightly and then walked into his office room.  

He looked like a dignified man.  

“Mr. Yancey, you’re finally here. The news crazily spread across our company today. ”  

As soon as Wade sat down, his ‘guard dog‘ walked into the office and spoke to him.  

“The news spread crazily? What news?”  

Wade lit a cigarette and asked as he turned on the computer.  

“A lot of colleagues are saying that you’re deeply honored.  

“Jay Bennett of the Bennett family had hit you and was later acquired by our company at a low price.  



“This is definitely because our company especially helped you out of outrage!”  

This ‘guard dog‘ reached out to light a cigarette for Wade with a face full of flattery.  

“Well, I see.”  

Wade pretended to be calm but in fact, his heart was full of joy.  

He did not expect Reach For Will Group to do such a thing for him.  

However, after considering that he was a returned doctor with a Ph.D., he should be valued and given sp

ecial care.  

“Mr. Yancey, you’re really amazing.  

“You’ve just joined the company for two days and you’ve received this special treatment.  

“I think the higher management intends to promote you!”  

This ‘guard dog‘ poured another cup of tea for Wade with a flattering look on his face.  

“Well, since the company values me so much, I’ll definitely do my best to repay the company.”  

Wade nodded and replied seriously.  

“Hehe. Brother Wade, don’t forget us after you get promoted…”  

This young man did everything he could to make a connection that he did not even address Wade as ‘Mr

. Wade‘ and just directly called Wade as ‘Brother Wade‘.  

“Hah, don’t mention it.”  

Wade became more and more complacent and his face was full of pride..  

He seemed to have imagined the scene after he was promoted to the top executive of Reach For Will Gr

oup.  

The position of the deputy general manager of Reach For Will Group 

was still vacant, maybe it was reserved for him!  

If he could take the position of deputy general manager of Reach For Will Group, his status in this River 

City would rise sharply.  

Not to mention the Quinn family, even the Zimmer family was nothing to him.  

Perhaps, in order to curry favor with him, the Quinn family would take the initiative to offer Willow to hi

m!  

The more Wade thought about it, the prouder he became.  

Knock knock!  

Just as Wade was immersed in his rosy vision for the future, there was a light knock on the door of the o

ffice.  



Wade was very upset when he was interrupted, but he still waved his hand to signal them in.  

“Mr. Yancey, Mr. Zachery asked you to come over,  

A woman in professional clothes stepped into the office and said to Wade.  

“Mr. Zachery is looking for me?”  

Wade froze when he heard the words and many thoughts came into his mind.  

The vice president Mr. Zachery, Qamar Zachery, was the vice president of Reach For Will Group!  

Usually, Harry Clarke rarely managed things, so Qamar was basically in charge of everything  

in the group.  

It must be something big to be summoned by him in person.  

“Did Mr. Zachery say why he wants to look for me?”  

Wade suppressed his excitement and asked cautiously.  

“He said that our company’s personnel are going to change.  

“So, Mr. Yancey needs you for your cooperation.”  

The female secretary smiled and replied softly.  

Hearing these words, Wade was instantly stunned.  

Personnel changes!  

They just talked about how he might be promoted and now it is really happening?  

“I’ll cooperate! I’ll absolutely cooperate!”  

Wade was overjoyed and left his office room to look for Qamar.  

Vice president’s Office..  

Wade stood in front of Qamar somewhat restrained.  

Although he always self–proclaimed that he was a 

returnee doctor with a Ph.D. and had an extraordinary identity, Qamar had always been his boss in Reac

h For Will Group.  

Therefore, he did not dare to be arrogant in front of Qamar.  

“Mr. Zachery, are you looking for me? What’s the matter?”  

Wade looked at Qamar and asked as he rubbed his palms.  

Qamar looked at the computer and he did not look at Wade at all.  

“Don’t you know what I’m looking for you for?”  



Qamar’s meaningful words made Wade freeze again.  
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How could he guess what Qamar was looking for him for?!  

Although he guessed in his heart that Qamar might want to give him a promotion, it was not easy to say 

such words directly.  

“Mr. Zachery, I’ve no clue, please remind me…‘”  

Wade felt a little uneasy at this moment and then said with a smirk.  

“You haven’t forgotten what you’ve done these past two days, have you?”  

Qamar finally looked away from the computer screen and looked at Wade.  

“I… I didn’t forget…‘  

Although Wade did not know what Qamar was referring to, he nodded quickly.  

“Good that you still remember.  

“After all, our company’s reputation hinges on our virtue.  

“The company cannot move on when their executives have other opinions in mind.”  

As Qamar said that, he reached out and opened the drawer, and rummaged through it.  

“Mr. Zachery, I’ve absolutely no other opinions.  

“The company is willing to put me in an important position, that shows their trust in me.  

“Although I don’t think my ability is enough to take on a heavy responsibility, I, Wade Yancey, am willing 

to do my best for Reach For Will Group!”  

Wade immediately stood at attention and said seriously.  

“Put you in an important position?”  

Hearing Wade’s words, a strange look appeared on Qamar’s face.  

After a few seconds of silence, he still shook his head and said nothing.  

“Okay, since you’ve nothing else to say.  

“Just sign this and go to the finance department.”  

Qamar took out a piece of paper from the drawer and slowly placed it on the desk.  

Wade nodded excitedly to Qamar without even looking at the paper.  

“Mr. Zachery, thanks for the company’s trust in me, I’ll definitely work hard!  

“However, Mr. Zachery, I’ll accept this appointment letter first, you don’t need to raise my salary yet…”  



Wade smiled and said to Qamar politely.  

He thought that what Qamar took out was an appointment letter and asked him to go to the finance de

partment to give him a raise.  

Hearing what Wade said, Qamar was stunned. This Wade must have taken himself too  

seriously, right?  

‘Did he think that I called him here to give him a promotion and a raise?‘  

“Wade, I’m actually very confused. Where does your confidence come from?  

“When you applied for the job, every word you said was clear and logical. You’ve been in the company f

or a few days, but you haven’t given me half of what you promised.  

“The research fund was allocated to you, but what did you give in return?  

“You only learned so much from studying and working abroad?”  

After Qamar said these words, Wade’s head was slightly dazed.  

Things were a little different from what he imagined…?  

“Mr. Zachery, wh–what do you mean…  
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Wade’s eyes widened and there was a bad premonition in his heart.  

“Nothing.  

“You’re overqualified for this position, Reach For Will Group is 

not suitable for you. I wish you to go elsewhere.  

“The reason I told you to go to the finance department, is to settle your final paycheck.”  

C  

Qamar waved his hand slightly, then withdrew his gaze and returned to his computer.  

At this time, Wade felt as if he had been electrocuted and his head was buzzing.  

Originally, he had planned to go somewhere to drink and celebrate at night after getting at promotion a

nd a salary raise.  

Instead, Qamar told him to go to the finance department to get his final paycheck, which was a blow to 

Wade.  

“Mr. Zachery, uhm, this… Weren’t you going to appoint me and give me a promotion…  

“This appointment letter…”  

Wade’s face turned pale. He raised the paper in his hand with a trembling hand.  



“Isn’t this an appointment letter?”  

A sneer appeared on the corner of Qamar’s mouth.  

Swoosh!  

Wade suddenly lowered his head and looked at the paper in his hand.  

The three words on the top were clearly visible.  

Notice of dismissal!  

He, Wade Yancey, was fired!  

He, a doctor with Ph.D. who returned from studying abroad, was fired?  

Wade’s palm trembled. He could not accept this.  

More importantly, he was still thinking just now that Willow would be out of his league after he was pro

moted and given a salary raise.  

As for that loser Sean, he could just take a hike!  

At this time, the facts in front of him caused a sharp contrast in his heart.  

“Mr. Zachery, why?”  

Wade suddenly raised his head and stared at Qamar with wide eyes.  

“Because I’m a clean freak.  

“I can’t stand the existence of rubbish in this company.”  

Qamar did not speak but behind Wade, a playful voice sounded.  

Swoosh!  

Wade turned his head suddenly and looked behind him.  

He saw that Sean had appeared in the office without knowing when.  

The wheelchair turned and slowly moved towards the desk.  

Swoosh!  

Qamar immediately stood up with respect.  

“Sean, who the f*ck let you come into our company?”  

At this time, Wade was full of anger but he did not dare to vent his anger at Qamar, so he kept it in his h

eart.  

The appearance of Sean now was like hitting the muzzle of the gun!  

“Your company?  



“Haven’t you been fired already?”  

Sean looked extremely calm. There was a playful look appeared on the corner of his mouth.  

“You!  

“Even if I’m fired, that’s Reach For Will Group’s matter. What does it have to do with you. cripple?  

“Mr. Zachery, this cripple’s presence in our company will damage our image!”  

Wade snorted coldly and then shouted at Qamar.  

“Mr. Lennon… Is a distinguished guest of Reach For Will Group.  

“How can he damage the company’s image?”  

Hearing Qamar’s words, Wade’s voice stopped abruptly.  
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His face was full of disbelief.  

Sean Lennon, this loser cripple with no background, turned out to be a distinguished guest of Reach For 

Will Group?  

How was this possible?!  

However, after looking at Qamar’s attitude towards Sean, this was not a joke.  

In that case, did Wade’s dismissal have something to do with Sean?  

Wade’s eyes widened. His emotions that were originally messed up were even more agitated at the mo

ment.  

“I think it’s time for you to get out of here.  

“Since you’ve invited me to dinner twice, you’ll receive your salary in full.”  

Sean’s expression remained unchanged with his hands folded and placed on his lap. His tone was very ca

lm.  

“You! You!”  

Wade was trembling with anger and glared at Sean with gritted teeth.  

At this time, he wanted badly to take a few steps forward and kick Sean to relieve his hatred.  

However, he dared not.  

Wade dared not to do anything to Sean now after hearing Qamar say that Sean was their distinguished g

uest.  

“Mr. Zachery, I think you got a good relationship with this cripple, right?  

“You want to stand up for your friend, so you vent your anger on me and fire me?  



asked Mr. Clarke about this? Did you know that I was recruited by Mr. Clarke  

“Have you himself?  

“What right do you have to fire me?”  

Wade turned his head suddenly and stared at Qamar with wide eyes.  

However, Qamar only shook his head slightly and had no desire to explain to Wade at all.  

Instead, he just picked up the landline and was ready to let the 

security guard come up and take Wade away.  

“I tell you, who do you think you are?  

“Do you know that Mr. Clarke destroyed the Bennett family for me!  

“Mr. Clarke values me so much, but now you’re dismissing me, you’re so bold!”  

“I want to see Mr. Clarke now. I’ll call Mr. Clarke in person!”  

Wade seemed to be going crazy. He took out his mobile phone while shouting.  

“Who is looking for me?”  

At this moment, Harry Clarke’s voice came in from outside the door.  

Immediately afterward, Harry Clarke, who was dressed in a suit, walked in.  

Swoosh!  

Wade immediately put away his phone and turned to look at Harry.  

“Mr. Clarke, you’re finally here!  

“I have got a personal grudge with this cripple, but I didn’t know that this cripple is 

actually friends with Mr. Zachery.  

“Now, Mr. Zachery is abusing his power and he’s going to dismiss me. He also asked me to go to the fina

nce department for my last paycheck. You must do justice for me!”  

Wade took a step forward and looked at Harry with an aggrieved expression.  

When Harry heard this, he frowned slightly and looked at Qamar.  

“Is this how you handle things?”  

Harry’s reprimand frightened Qamar until he tensed up immediately as he lowered his head. and dared 

not speak.  

When Wade saw this scene, he was very happy and he glanced at Sean proudly.  

Now that Harry was supporting him, would Wade not be more arrogant now?  

“Since you’ve dismissed him, why do you still ask him to go to the finance department?  



“He had offended Mr. Lennon and he still wishes to receive his last paycheck?”  

However, Harry’s next words made Wade’s smile suddenly freeze on his face.  

The office was silent.  

Wade blinked but still did was not able to come back to his senses.  

Did Harry not come to support him?  

Furthermore, Harry said that Wade had offended Mr. Lennon and he still wished to receive his last payc

heck?  

The Mr. Lennon that was mentioned by Harry, was it referring to Sean Lennon?  

“Mr. Clarke, wh–what do you mean?”  

Wade widened his eyes but kept his tone as respectful as possible.  

He dared to speak in a louder tone in front of Qamar, but in front of Harry, he had no courage  

at all.  

Harry glanced at Wade, then walked quickly towards Sean.  

“Mr. Lennon, our company’s employee has offended you, so I’m here to apologize to you.  

“Please don’t take it personally.”  

Harry took a step forward. His attitude towards Sean was extremely polite.  

It was as if the subordinates met their bosses face to face.  
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Wade was even more stunned.  

Sean and Harry were friends too?  

Originally, Qamar targeted him and he could still complain to Harry.  

Now, even the company’s big boss, Harry Clarke, was so polite to Sean, then who could he complain to?  

What kind of background did Sean have?  

Wade wondered what Sean’s identity was.  

All he could understand was that he really had f*cking messed with the wrong person this. time.  

Moreover, he had f*cking offended the worst person he could offend.  

This time, Wade was completely defeated.  

“Brother Sean, I’m wrong, please forgive me!”  

The next second, Wade completely groveled and bowed his head to Sean to admit his mistake.  



“You’ll be punished for doing something wrong.  

“So, get out.”  

Sean did not even look at Wade.  

In his heart, Wade was not qualified to be his opponent at all.  

He came here in person just to let Wade recognize the reality.  

Otherwise, he might make another mess in the future.  

That would annoy Sean even more.  

“Brother Sean, please give me a chance. I gave up job opportunities overseas and came back. for this job

 in Reach For Will Group.  

“I can’t lose this job.”  

Wade’s face turned red. He begged Sean deeply.  
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“Who told you to go overseas?  

“Dragon Kingdom’s education level couldn’t satisfy you?  

“Since you despise Dragon Kingdom so much, what are you doing back here?”  

Sean had a cold look on his face. He still remembered that when he first met Wade, Wade said. that the 

moon overseas was rounder than that of the Dragon Kingdom.  

“Brother Sean, I’m wrong, I really know I’m wrong…  

“Please give me a chance, just once.  

“Overseas is not good at all. I’m from Dragon Kingdom. I want to stay in Dragon Kingdom.  

“I went to study abroad so that I could contribute to Dragon Kingdom when I returned from my studies.  

“This is my lifelong wish!”  

Wade looked serious and he himself was moved by what he said.  

“How about letting you contribute to the company but not giving you a salary?”  

Sean’s rhetorical question left Wade instantly stunned.  

If it was not for the high salary offered by Reach For Will Group, would he choose to come back to Drago

n Kingdom?  

In his heart, he thought that Dragon Kingdom was a useless place and living here would lower his status.  

“Before I change my mind.  

“Quickly, get out of my sight right now.  



“Otherwise, believe it or not, I’ll never let you leave River City.  

Sean slowly put away the smile on his face. His tone was full of ice.  

The icy aura burst out and made Wade’s body tremble immediately.  

“You, you…”  

Wade’s face turned pale and he could not say a word.  

“Who do you think destroyed the Bennett family?”  

Sean slowly raised his palm and gently picked his fingernails.  

Swoosh!  

Wade’s pale complexion became even more pale and bloodless now.  

He finally understood everything at this time.  

The demise of the Bennett family was not because of him.  

It was because Jay Bennett offended Sean, so the Bennett family was destroyed!  

“Brother Sean, I was wrong, I was wrong, please let me off the hook…“‘  

Wade did not dare to say another word. He kept apologizing and then quickly left the office.  

He did not even dare to get his last paycheck.  

“You may go out first.”  

Harry glanced at Qamar and said softly.  

“Yes! Mr. Clarke, Mr. Lennon, I’ll go out first.”  

Qamar nodded and bowed to leave.  

When the office door closed, Harry immediately poured a glass of water for Sean.  

“Brother Sean, everything is clear now.  

“This Wade Yancey colluded with Quill Zimmer to meet with Old Madam Quinn 

of the Quinn family privately.  

“They used the collaboration of Reach For Will Group as a bargaining chip to get Old Madam Quinn to dr

ive you away.”  

Harry stood in front of Sean and reported respectfully.  

“It’s okay.  

“The people who should be punished, I’ll punish them one by one.  

“Quill Zimmer, just let him live his happy life for two more days.”  



Sean took a sip from the teacup and a sneer appeared on the corner of his mouth.  

The Bennett family was destroyed and Wade could not stay in River City anymore.  

Next, it was the Zimmer family’s turn.  

“Yes! Brother Sean, let me know what you need us to do at any time.”  

Harry nodded and immediately responded.  

“In the future, the company will not need to recruit those returnees from overseas.  

“Since 

they don’t like the education of Dragon Kingdom, then don’t let them earn money from any enterprises 

of Dragon Kingdom.  

“Scientists of the Dragon Kingdom are no less than those from overseas.”  

Sean frowned. His tone was a little unpleasant.  

Hy–yes…  

“I didn’t want to recruit him originally, but our company is just in the beginning stages and it’s a time wh

en there is an urgent shortage of talents.  

“So…”  

Harry was afraid that Sean would be unhappy, so he wanted to explain his mistakes.  

“Please remember.  

“This company can lose money, I can afford it.  

“However, the company doesn’t need these returnees who pride themselves on being superior. “If their 

ability is not good, they can be cultivated, but if their character is not good, no one can save them.”  

After Sean finished speaking, Harry nodded again and again. He did not dare to say more. “By the way, B

rother Sean, that person named Jason Yeast, I’ve already checked it out. “The reason that he can hold hi

s position in River City army is that other than his own abilities, it’s also due to his boss.  

“It’s said that his boss has something to do with Jason Yeast’s faction…”  

Harry refilled some tea for Sean and talked about it again.  

Sean reached out and touched his chin when he heard the words.  

“In that case, if Jason Yeast knew about my existence.  

“Then Blaze Lake may know?”  

After Sean finished speaking, Harry nodded again and again.  

This was what he and Zander Young were worried about.  

Sean pondered for a few seconds, then waved his hand and said to Harry.  



“It’s fine. I know what to do.  

“The plan, just proceed as normal.”  

“Yes!”  

Harry nodded and said no more.  

The other side.  

Wade left the Reach For Will Group building in dismay.  

As soon as he got into the car, he clenched his fist and slammed it against the steering wheel.  

Gone!  

Nothing left!  

Generous perks, career prospects, all gone!  

All of this was caused by Sean, but now, he really did not dare to face Sean again.  

Therefore, his anger could only be vented on Quill Zimmer.  

“If it wasn’t for you, Quill Zimmer, who made me offend Sean, would I’ve fallen so far?”  

The more Wade thought about it, the angrier he became. He took out his mobile phone and called Quill 

directly.  

“Quill Zimmer, you’ve gotten me in deep trouble!”  

The moment the call was connected, Wade yelled angrily at Quill.  
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Quill’s face sank abruptly when he heard this.  

Although this matter really needed Wade’s help this time, Quill’s status was definitely higher  

than that of Wade’s.  

In this River City, Wade was just lucky enough to join Reach For Will Group to work and get at position as

 a senior executive.  

As for Quill, he was the eldest son of the Zimmer family in River City.  

All the properties of the Zimmer family belonged to him.  

The status of these two people was not on the same level at all.  

Now, Wade dared to call Quill and scolded him directly.  

This  

gave Quill a chill in his heart.  



“Wade, you better understand who you’re talking to.”  

Quill narrowed his eyes slightly, stretched out his hand and tugged at the neckline, and replied in a cold t

one.  

Wade was even angrier when he heard this.  

Wade’s current situation was largely caused by Quill.  

Now, Quill still exerted his identity to oppress Wade, which made Wade want to slap Quill a few times.  

Wade hated the entire Zimmer family to the core.  

“Quill Zimmer, I know the Zimmer family is prestigious, but you’ve put me into trouble so badly, this isn’t

 over!”  

Wade gritted his teeth and roared at Quill again.  

However, Quill did not play along with Wade at all.  

As the eldest son of the Zimmer family in River City, he was one of the famous rich men’s  

sons.  

High–spirited, supercilious.  

Not to mention Wade, even the second generation of those famous families in River City had to respect 

him.  

A mere Wade Yancey, who did it mean to him?  

“I don’t know what the f*ck are you talking about.  

“But, I’ll tell you one thing right now. Even if the Zimmer family put you in trouble, what can you do to m

e?  

“You, Wade Yancey, dare to yell in front of me?  

“What kind of sh*t are you? I asked for your help because you were useful for the moment. Do you reall

y think that you’re somebody?  

“Tell me, what can you do even if I’ve put you in trouble? Even if I’ve f*cked your wife, what can you 

do to me?”  

Quill, who was on the other end of the phone, slapped the table abruptly and sneered at the phone.  

These words made Wade stunned for a moment.  

In the face of Quill’s strength, he really had no choice.  

Although Wade’s family background was also somewhat well–

off, compared with the wealthy upstart Zimmer family in River City, Wade’s family was naturally beyond 

the pale for him.  

Quill’s words were even more straightforward and rude.  



Even if he really put Wade in trouble, what could Wade do to him?  

Wade was not as good as Quill. The Yancey family was not as good as the Zimmer 

family. Apart from swallowing insult and humiliation silently, there seemed to be no other choice.  

… Young Master Zimmer, I was wrong.”  

Wade exhaled and said as he gritted his teeth.  

“Hmph! At least you’re perceptive.”  

Quill snorted coldly. His face was full of pride.  

Who would dare to be arrogant in front of Quill Zimmer?  

He was just an employee of Reach For Will Group and dared to yell at Quill Zimmer, the eldest son of the

 Zimmer family, he simply did not know what it meant to die.  

“Tell me, what happened?”  

Quill’s tone slowed down a little.  

After all, he really needed Wade’s help to drive Sean out of the Quinn Residence.  

Therefore, for the time being, the relationship between both of them could not be too rigid.  

After all, this matter could only be handled by Wade Yancey, a senior executive of Reach For Will Group.  

However, Wade was not in a hurry to speak. He held the phone in one hand and the steering wheel tight

ly in the other.  

The hand holding the steering wheel was too hard, which caused the knuckles to turn slightly pale and t

he entire hand was constantly shaking.  

Wade was provoked by Sean and he originally wanted to vent this anger on Quill.  

As a result, Quill severely scolded him in a few words.  

The anger that kept in Wade’s heart made him a little irrational.  

“I’m asking you, are you f*cking dumb?  

“Did something happen in Reach For Will Group?”  

Seeing that Wade was silent, Quill cursed again.  

“Haha…”  

A crazy sneer appeared on the corner of Wade’s mouth and then he slowly raised his head.  

“No, Young Master Zimmer, don’t worry, everything is going well in the plan.”  

Wade’s tone at 

this time was extremely calm. Only those around him could see the madness. deep in his gaze and a stro

ng desire for revenge.  



However, Quill could not see Wade, so he did not see the look in his eyes.  

“Since everything is going well, what are you calling me for?  

“Are you too free?”  

Quill pouted and said impatiently.  

“I just want to tell you that I’ve already discussed it with the higher management. “Our company’s vice p

resident, Mr. Zachery, has a good relationship with me.  

“As long as the Quinn family drives Sean away, Reach For Will Group will immediately sign a partnership 

agreement with the Quinn family.  

“Henceforward, all the partnership orders in the pharmaceutical field of Reach For 

Will Group will be handed over to the Quinn family!”  

The madness in Wade’s gaze became more intense, but he still spoke to Quill in a calm tone. 
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“What?  

“Is it true?”  

Quill was stunned when he heard the words, then stood up excitedly and paced back and forth  

in the room.  

He did not expect that things would go so smoothly.  

Wade actually managed to accomplish this!  

“Of course it’s true.  

“Young Master Zimmer, Reach For Will Group and Sean should really have a grudge between. them.  

“So, Reach For Will Group would be extremely happy if someone deals with Sean.  

“I think if the Zimmer family 

wants to establish collaboration with Reach For Will Group, Young Master Zimmer should deal with Sean

 quickly.  

“It’s best to be tough with Sean directly to let everyone know that the Zimmer family wants to deal with 

Sean so that Reach For Will Group will naturally be very satisfied with the Zimmer family.  

Wade nodded and spoke solemnly.  

“Okay! Sure!”  

Quill slapped his thigh happily.  

“Mr. Yancey; don’t worry. After this matter is done, 

I, Quill Zimmer, will definitely give you a satisfactory reward.  



“Hahaha! Is there anything else?”  

Quill laughed. He could not wait to show his next plan now.  

“Nothing else.  

“I’ll keep you updated if there’s anything you need to know.”  

Wade shook his head and said softly.  

“Okay! Thanks!”  

Quill laughed and hung up the phone soon after.  

Wade also sneered and slowly put down the phone.  

“Aren’t you, Quill Zimmer, awesome?  

“I want to see which, you and Sean, who is more powerful.  

“I, Wade Yancey, have ended like this mainly because of both of you, Sean Lennon and Quill  

Zimmer.  

“Then you can kill each other, I’m happy to watch the show, hmph!”  
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Wade turned to look at the Reach For Will Group building with a sneer. Then, he stepped on the acceler

ator and left.  

He now knew that Sean’s identity was not simple.  

Even the boss of Reach For Will Group, Harry Clarke, had to be so respectful and polite to Sean.  

It was conceivable that Sean’s status was definitely not ordinary.  

Naturally, Wade could not beat the current Sean.  

However, his provocation and deception would let Quill become his spearhead to deal with  

Sean.  

Regardless of which of them was defeated, Wade was happy to see it happen.  

Anyway, both sides were his enemies, no matter which side was defeated, he would be very happy.  

It could be regarded as revenge.  

The more Wade thought about it, the happier he was for his intelligence.  

The Quinn Corporation headquarters.  

Old Madam Quinn and her party gathered again.  

This time, Simon and Faye both were also there.  



“Old Madam Quinn, I’ve checked everything you asked me to check.”  

A middle–aged man in charge of investigating the news stood up and looked at Old Madam Quinn.  

“Go ahead and report it.”  

Old Madam Quinn nodded slightly and motioned for the middle–aged man to speak.  

“Yes!”  

The middle–aged man nodded and then picked up a file in his hand.  

“Young Master Zimmer of the Zimmer family is indeed in contact with Wade Yancey.  

“And Old Madam Quinn asked me to check whether this Wade Yancey is from Reach For Will  

Group.  

“I’ve found out that Wade Yancey is an employee of Reach For Will Group and he is also in charge of the 

pharmaceutical industry of Reach For Will Group.  

“It can 

be said that he is someone who has high authority and his status in Reach For Will Group is not low. Mor

e importantly, it just matches the industry of the Quinn family.”  

The middle–aged man’s gaze slowly turned and glanced over the faces of Old Madam Quinn  

and the others.  

“Phew!”  

Hearing this, Old Madam Quinn exhaled a long breath.  
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It turned out that Wade really had such a high status in Reach For Will Group.  

When Old Madam Quinn met and talked with Wade before, Wade acted a little too strange.  

Old Madam Quinn saw at a glance that Wade wanted to help Quill drive Sean out of the Quinn family.  

Therefore, Old Madam Quinn could not help but wonder if Wade was an actor hired by Quill to coax her

?  

However, after some investigation personally now, Old Madam Quinn had dispelled this doubt. “Pharma

ceutical industry? That’s indeed the industry counterpart of the Quinn family! “Yes, that’s right! Maybe 

he can decide whether to collaborate with the Quinn family with a single word.  

“It seems that we must find a way to have a good relationship with this Mr. Yancey!”  

The Quinn family was overjoyed. Even Simon and Faye also nodded.  

“Okay! Good!  

“Please continue.”  



Old Madam Quinn nodded with satisfaction and then motioned for the middle–

aged man to continue reporting.  

“Old Madam Quinn, I’ve to say that this Young Master Zimmer is indeed very capable, he can. actually g

et in touch with a senior executive like Mr. Yancey.  

“Because Wade Yancey not only holds the authority but is also very valued by the bosses of Reach For W

ill Group.  

“Old Madam Quinn, I think you knew that the Bennett family held a press conference to declare bankru

ptcy?”  

Halfway through the report, the middle–aged man suddenly raised his head and asked.  

 


